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Profile interview: 
On the couch with 

~1'I1E~ 
R~ll~S~" 
At 17 Damien Robinson lost her hearing. 

Despite advice to the contrary, she set out to 
become an artist, and now works primarily 

in the medium of sound. Our ed itor Syd 
Moore talks to her about her relationsh ip to 
sound and vibration and the crucial role Cliff 

Richard plays in her art 

When I googled you before our interview I saw an artide where 
you described yourself as an artist who explores the relationsh ip 
between sound and image and vibration. Are you? And are lhey 
three separate things? 
DR: No. Not for me. They're not separate but part of the same 
thing but sometimes you need to explain them separately to 
people as they are only used to accessing that information in one 
way. Obviously most people listen to sound but if you're deaf, 
depending on the level of hearing you have, you might experience 
part of that as 'heard' sound and part of it as 'feel ' sound. I don't 
have any hearing ~ For me it 's all ' feel' sound. 
What do you mean by 'feel ' sound? 
DR: Well, someone who has hearing can also experi ence 'feel ' 
sound but they may not be aware of it . For example, when a door 
slams you ' feel ' that but mostly you 'hear' it. I don 't hear it bu t I 
feel it. So depending on where you are, what kind of hearing you 
have, you will experience that mix in different ways. And there are 
also vi sual aspects to sound. I use the visual aspects a lot. Though 
for someone who is visually impaired they may rely more on 
the 'heard' pa.rt and the 'felt' part. And also there is remembered 
sound. I have a memory bank of sound from my 'hearing' life, so 
wh en I see a door slam sometimes I also remember the sound AND 
'f eel ' i t AND 'see' it. We all have differe nt balances because we all 
have different levels of each element. And that's sort of what I like 
to explore in my work. 
I remember last year we had a conversation aboul when you 
became deaf. You told me thal you see yourself having two lives 
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as well do what you want.' 

- a hearing life and t hen from 17 onwards, your deaf life. You were 
very eloquent In describing the processes that a deilf person goes 
through when t hey've lost their hearing (or part of it). I think you 
said Infanthood was when you had to re learn everything again, 
sign language ete. Then you get into the teenage when you start 
campaigning for rights and that sort of thing. Then Into maturity 
or adulthood. I wondered, because when you started working w ith 
sound you would have been 12.-13 In your 5econd life, was there a 
defiance, or a punk attitude, .........-._ - ..... 
Inherent In you r Initia l 
decision to focus on that ~'" ~.h· Jc ~" .-\.' .......e... I". ;C ! .., - •
area? 

. -. '. !'".~. ' • "'" , .../ '............ ~--: r' .. . -!.
OR: That's interesting but :'. "_ f~'~1 _. ,~L.· 'f-!> -.:~ :...\.~
I think, no. At that pOint : ~ ..~r ~~;~~~~' .~.-, \ - .l:' 
back then no-one was really 

'" ",- ~-h l'!;C ., . f' I,~. ~ r.- ~ • ...
talking about how sound ~ ~ .../ :~ ~-:; ,.." .~. 
was operating for deaf .~" _, -
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people. Hearing people tend ~" ' '" ," .~:. 
,." . .~\. .\ iJto think that for the deaf 
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wool. Or that you live in (~" .,:.4-r , '.',' "'.,Io-":. f. ' " 1' ....~ ,.~'} ; x, .• ' ... ... , . •~ io,. ~ .,
total silence, like you 're in -vr- . ·".:J~.'W-~ ",,~4;i.,.4;: 
space or a cocoon. It's not ~ Arbor('ality (l1am) :.-: :$-' " ~""I:" " :~,r :"'';'- . "- - _.. ~''''~ ''' ~ . ,like that at all. There's lots 
of noise. It's incredibly noisy all the time. I wanted to look into 
that. 

I had actually wanted to be an artist since I was about eleven. I 
never said anything at the time but I had two older cousins who 
were artists and that was enormously useful. I could see them go 
through everyth ing - the parents saying 'You 'll never get a job I' 
Teacher's saying :Are you sure you're not doing science because 
you're a girl? ' Love ly but wrong 1 When I lost my hearing, a lot of 
people, not my parents, said 'you're never going to get a job, you 
might as well do what you want.' A lot of people who develop 
impairments get this attitude. The constant barrage of 'you' ll never 
be able to do it.' Quite often that's the hardest thing to battle with, 
after the physical change. I did a foundation course and went on to 
do Fine Art at Goldsmiths. 
Soyou didn't chose to do visual art because you were deaf? 
OR: No. I had a year out to sort of be 'properly ill' (laughs). Then 
I did the foundation year which was quite tough because I was 
still learning to lip read. But they had a lot of students there with 
hearing impairments. I liked painting and print-making and went 
into that in my second year of the degree. After graduating I got a 
traineeship at the Arts Council. Then I got an opportunity to work 

When I lost my hearing, a lot of people said 
\you're never going to get a job, you might 

on a project at the Photographer's Gallery where I had to put some 
sound onto a piece. It was then that I had the realisation that I 
could control sound with a computer and that had a huge impact. 
I started to think ' I can work with sound.' After that I did the piece 
of work about tinnitus. 
What was that? 
OR: On the Tuesday when I was becoming deaf I had started to 
develop tinnitus and that has stayed with me since. So although 
I'm deaf I still hear tinnitus constantly. There are lots of different 
sounds to it. Sometimes there is a loud banging sound which can 
actually wake me up in the middle of the night and I think 'What's 
happened? Has something fallen off my shelf?' Then I remember 
that I, can't ha ve 'heard' it and that it's nothing. It's weird. I don't 
like that. But I decided I wanted people to know what it was like, 
to try and create an external version of what you hear inside your 
head when you suffer from tinnitus. I had to spend a lot of time 
focussing on what I was actually 'hearing '. With tinni,tus if you 
push it back it can be like road/traffic noise. If you start focusing 
on it, it becomes louder. So that was quite a hard piece of work. 
I worked out about six different noises in this ear (her right) and 
about seven in this ear. There's a hissing and a kind of white noise 
one which goes up and down in tone. I have a whistling one and 
then those banging noises. And they change - they go up and 
down in different parts so I've got my own little mi x going on all 
the time. I wanted to work with them. 
How did you replicate them In the work If you couldn 't hear them 
external ly? How did you know that they sounded the same? » 
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The bit of the brain that used to deal with 
sound, when you have lost hearing, changes 

function and deals with vibrations instead 

I needed to understand them so we came up with 
this thing called the 'Cliff Richard scale of sibilance'. 
can remember what he sounds like. He has a strong 
hiss on 5's. So to understand some sounds I'd ask her 
'How much of Cliff Richard is this hiss 7' You have 
to find something that you both understand and 
recognise. And then you translate it - 'This comes 
off the scale at this point etc '. But up to a point it's 
guesswork. 
That's funny, Poor you! Cljff Richard . 
DR: Oh yeah, you can remember a lot of rubbish. The 
Noodle Doodle advert. 
So did you continue to work with t innitus In your 
art? 
DR: I got interested in the sounds that you feel. 
Over time I'd became more and more sensitive to 
them. I found some research where they discovered 
that· people who were deaf actually experienced 
vibrations in the auditory cortex. This meant that 
the bit of the brain that used to deal with sound, 
when you have lost hearing, it changes function 
and deals with vibrations instead. This astounded 
me. I thought 'Wow! How did the human mind 
manage to do that? ' And I realised that I too was 
'hearing' vibrations and decided that I wanted to 
do explore that. Who wouldn't? So, much of my 
work has looked at aspects like that. Although I'm 

» DR: I can 't say I 'replicated' them as I couldn 't check back. The 
process that I went through with creating those sounds was partly 
using sourced sounds about tinnitus and adapting them . But I also 
worked with an interpreter. You have to have a very good relationship 
with them and get to know them very well so that you can say talk 
to them about what something sound s like and they can link it to 
w hat they are hearing. On a different piece of work I was talking to 
another interpreter called Diana and we were trying to store voices. 

not restrictive. Recently I've made solar·bots - little 
robots. And I'm doing a course to develop my new media skills. I 
guess I'm lucky. I've been able to achieve success through being self· 
indulgent, through tinkering and playing around with ideas. 

Looking to the future, I'd like to develop a speaker for ' feel ' 
sound. So people could feel sound, and hear sound. But if they 
wanted to they could turn off the hearing part and just feel the 
sound like I do. And as my friend, Will , said of the Vibe Cube, I'd like 
one in every home I 
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